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2002. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 136 This work is a brief
but comprehensive study on mind management, beauty of
nature, inner urges, coexistence, definition of life, patience,
unjustified hunger, emotions, equality of human beings, sense of
pride, sorrow, pleasure, human behaviour, respect, sacrifice,
unexpected happenings, hunger for money and ignorance. It will
be a useful study for social scientists, saintly personalities,
teachers and students in India and abroad. About The Author:-
Satish Kumar, has held senior managerial positions. Long
experience of daily meditation for more than 35 years and the
consequent mystical knowledge flow has enabled him to write
this book. Contents:- A message PART 1 : Focus: Mind
Management The Awakening Coexistence Whats life The flight of
a mind My mind is fugitive What do I give What I possess
Patience That splendid view Unjustified hunger Emotions
Transcending Finding faults is easy The thinking time God made
everyone equal Troublesome bubble TIME: The all time player
God and I Is anger equal to mild madness In the web of thoughts
The pride in me Is it beyond my reach It is never too late to
reform Measure of success Man is great Speech A bouquet or a
flower When...
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Good eBook and helpful one. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and never confusing. I am just
effortlessly could possibly get a enjoyment of looking at a published book.
-- Rom a ine Rippin-- Rom a ine Rippin

The book is great and fantastic. it absolutely was writtern very properly and beneficial. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Lyda  Da vis II--  Lyda  Da vis II
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